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Threats to Saudi Arabia have historically
been categorized as external, reference
immediate neighbors, and internal via
conservative Islamic opposition groups.
The United States, because of its security
arrangement,
has
guaranteed
the
sovereignty of Saudi Arabia. Opposition
groups within the Kingdom, while
attracting recent attention, are placated
through concessions to the Ulema and
direct payment. However, primary
destabilization of the Saudi regime today is
due to stress placed upon the Saudi
economy and ruling structure by an
unprecedented population growth within
the Kingdom over the last two decades.
The argument is that growth in the
Kingdom has rapidly outstripped the
regimes ability to provide for it,
undermining the key pillar of the Royal
Familys ruling legitimacy. This thesis
explores stress placed upon the Saudi
regime through its population growth. Due
to effects of relative deprivation, the Saudi
populace is demanding government
participation, calling to question personal
regime expenditures, and the motivations
of regime foreign policy, especially in
relation to the United States. This study
will briefly address courses of action
available to the Royal Family, current
effects of population growth upon the
Saudi economy, and the regional and
international consequences of a failed
Saudi government.
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visibility, the state= parameter may be used: state=collapsed : {{Demographics of Saudi Arabiastate=collapsed}} to The
collapse of Saudi Arabia is inevitable Middle East Eye While most western countries are facing a demographic
collapse from lack of Al-Bouainain claimed Saudi Arabias population growth is the Template:Demographics of Saudi
Arabia - Wikipedia Table 1: Population Size of Saudi Arabia by Sex, 1980-2050. Year . Projections show that total
fertility will decline further to reach 2.10. (Replacement level) Saudi Arabia in Crisis: Feud With Iran Exposes
Frailty As demographic expansion absorbs Saudi Arabias energy production, the next decade is therefore likely to see
the countrys oil exporting population aging in saudi arabia Population, 28,160,273 (July 2016 est.) note: immigrants
make up more than 30% of the total population, according to UN data (2015). Age structure, 0-14 years: Saudi Arabia
Economy: Population, GDP, Inflation, Business, Trade This article is about the demographic features of the
population of Saudi Arabia, including population density, ethnicity, education level, health of the populace,
Demographics : the downfall of Saudi Arabia - Calhoun: The NPS More than three-fifths of the population of
Saudi Arabia lives in major . In the medium governorate regions, a slight decline in the sex ratio Demographics: The
Downfall of Saudi Arabia - Defense Technical decreasing fertility rates in Saudi Arabia and Egypt, from eight and
seven births The decline in fertility and population growth rates has resulted from The Arab fertility rate converges
swiftly toward the Jewish fertility rate Demographic implosion in Muslim societies - Opinion - Jerusalem Post But,
as we will soon see, the Saudi governments effort is hampered by two factors. First, Saudi Arabia has a relatively young
population age structure, with Saudi Arabia Population (2017) - World Population Review Market Research and
Statistics on Saudi Arabia. on consumer products, commercial industries, demographics trends and consumer lifestyles
in Saudi Arabia. The situation began in 2015 when oil prices started to decline globally. Saudi Arabia Enters the
Twenty-First Century - Google Books Result Could Changing Demographics Be A Boon To Saudi Arabias Facts
and statistics about the Population growth rate of Saudi Arabia. Updated as of 2016. saudi arabia beyond oil: the
investment and - McKinsey & Company The Quiet Crisis in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia and raise fuel prices,
moves sure to foment discontent among the population of 29 million. Variations in basic demographics consequential
to population size Although the economic performance of Saudi Arabia is highly correlated with oil fundamentals, we
tried to analyze the socioeconomic demand Saudi Arabia - The World Factbook Central Intelligence Agency
Calhoun: The NPS Institutional Archive. Theses and Dissertations. Thesis and Dissertation Collection. Demographics :
the downfall of Saudi Arabia. Goetz Saudi Arabian king asked to consider implementing population control
Instagram user demographics in Saudi Arabia February 2017. Kasia Kowalczyk +, 15 February 2017. There are 7.6 M
Instagram users in Saudi Arabia. Encyclopedia of Global Population and Demographics - Google Books Result
Learn more about the Saudi Arabia economy, including the population of Saudi Arabia, GDP, facts, trade, business,
inflation and other data and analysis on its The Saudi Arabian Economy: Policies, Achievements, and Challenges Google Books Result Islam is the state religion of Saudi Arabia. The connection between Islam and Saudi Arabia is .
The power of the ulema was in decline. . also give a relatively high estimate of the non-Wahhabi population of Saudi
Arabiaover 60%. Market Research Saudi Arabia - Euromonitor International POSTGRADUATE. SCHOOL.
MONTEREY, CALIFORNIA. THESIS. DEMOGRAPHICS: THE DOWNFALL OF SAUDI ARABIA by. Adam N.
Goetz. December 2003. Demographic Tsunami Heads for Saudi Arabia - Fair Observer The economic impact of
explosive Saudi population growth has already been the rise and fall of market activity by estimating economic growth
in response to Saudi Arabia Population growth rate - Demographics - IndexMundi Vision 2030 seeks to address
Saudi Arabias economic challenges, but among Saudis would rise above 20% with a similar fall in average
Demographics in Saudi Arabia: New Age Of Opportunities - An - 2 min - Uploaded by MadeInTurkeyThe
population of Saudi Arabia as of July 2013 is estimated to be 26.9 million, including Demographics of Saudi Arabia Wikipedia - 8 min - Uploaded by AudiopediaThis article is about the demographic features of the population of Saudi
Arabia, including Demographics of Saudi Arabia - YouTube Saudi Arabia in 2030 : The Future Demographic: In
2030, the population of Saudi will remain positive up to 2030, but will experience an overall decline. Saudi Arabias
Demographic Challenge - Stratfor Worldview Population Growth 25,000,000 19,409,058 20,000,000 15.000.000
10.000.000 5,000,000 0 7,012,6 1967 Saudi Arabia refuses to join Arab allies in war against Israel. 1985 Oil revenues
fall to one-fifth of late 1970s levels. Saudi Arabia Demographics Profile 2016 - IndexMundi It is also reported to
have over 2 million illegal immigrants. Saudi Arabia is the birthplace of the religion Islam, which is one of the largest
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